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For my Box I used the We R Memory keepers “explosion box score board” and made the 

XXL, XL and L box. These boxes measure approx. 4”, 3-5/8” and 3.25” 

In this cutting guide I will give measurements to use without the WRM scoreboard to make 

the boxes in these measurements.  

* When U use the WRM board you can use my measurements for the pockets, however you 

need the score on the 0.50” and then mark with a pencil where to score the second side flap. 

When scoring on the given measurements may give you a pocket that ends up being to 

small. 

 

XXL box (box 1) 
Cardstsock:  12 x 12” 

- Score your cardstock at 4” on al four sides (you divide the piece in 9 equal squares) 

- For the corner element score the 4 outer boxes diagonal (from outside point towards 

intersection of score lines)  

- You can create any shape in the outer squares, mine where heart shaped. 

Pockets 
Cut 4 pcs 5” x 3.25” 

Align the 5” side along the top of your score board and score at: 0.50” and 2.75” 

Align the 3.25” side along the top of your scoreboard and score at: 0.50” 

 

Optional U shaped window: 
Draw an 5/8” frame (on sides with score line only) on the bumpy side and cut out the middle 

part. 

Acetate: 3.50” x 2-5/8” 

 

* When attaching the pockets make sure to stay in between the score lines. 

 

XL box (box 2) 
Cardstock:  10-7/8” x 10-7/8”  

- Score your cardstock at: 3-5/8” on al four sides (you divide the piece in 9 equal 

squares) 

- Cut out the 4 outer squares.  

 

Belly band 
Cut 2 pcs  1” x 4-5/8” 

Align the 4-5/8” sides along the top of your scoreboard and score at: 0.50” and 4-1/8” 

 

Pockets 
Cut 2 pcs 4-5/8” x 4-1/8” 
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Align the 4-5/8” sides along the top of your scoreboard and score at: 0.50” and 4-1/8” 

Align the 4-1/8” side along the top of your scoreboard and score at: 0.50” 

 

- Draw an 0.50” frame on the bumpy side and cut out centre part. 

- Acetate: 3-3/8” x 3-3/8” 

L box (box 3) 
Cardstock:  9.75” x 9.75” 

- Score your cardstock at: 3.25” on al four sides (you divide the piece in 9 equal 

squares) 

- Cut out the 4 outer squares.  

Pockets 
Cut 4 pcs 4.25” x 2.25” 

Align the 4.25” sides along the top of your scoreboard and score at: 0.50” and 3.75” 

Align the 2.25” side along the top of your scoreboard and score at: 0.50” 

 

Optional U shaped window: 
Draw an 0.50” frame (on sides with score line only) on the bumpy side and cut out the 

middle part. 

Acetate: 3” x 1-5/8” 

 

Centre piece 
Cardstock:  9” x 3” 

Align the 9” side along the top of your scoreboard and score at: 3” and 6” 
 

Lid 

Cardstock: 6.50” x 6.50” 

Score at 1-1/8” on al four sides 


